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COOPERATIVE EDUCATION ISSUES'

V.
Intro ction

A wide - diversity exists -'.ng cooPeAtive education

'directors in terms of their educ tional and occupational

backgrounds (Stull, 1978). The raid growth of cooperative

education programs has increased the number of new person-

nel and institutions involved in the cooperative education

process. The expansion of cooperative education programs

coupled with the additions and diversity of new personnel

has contributed to the emergence of Ca
vailety of issues fac-

ing this field. The identification lef these issues and per-.

ceptions of their importance by cooperative education per-

sonnel is' a necessary step in futUre'pIanning for effective

1)1

cooperative education programs.

.

VNeed for the Study

A comprehensive review of the higher education coopera-
%

tive education

study has been

In cooperative

literature tvealed that only one research

completed relating -to the issues that those

education believe are of importance. That

study, entitled "Histbrdcal Antecedents tg Contemporary,
.1wir

Issues.in Cooperative Education in the Community Colleges of

California" -(Peterson, 1975) provided a historical analYsi.0

I
10
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of cooperative education issues
,

in California's commynity

. ,
,1 Colleges. Another; nonemperjcal 'article'(paid, 1971),

offered opinions concerning the prospects and pitfallsfac-

ing highet.education cooperative education. Howtver, in the

businessand,distributive education 'fields, numerous re-
.

1
,

'search studies have been completed dealing with the'identifi-

cation of issues Examples include Hauna (1939), Hayden

(1950), Brown (1958), Warmke (1960, Gratz (1961), Nye 41967),

Weatherford (1974), mid Reece (1971). ThesestUdies.did
,

not specifically identiAv issues in cooperative education.

The apparentlack of research concerning the issues-of

higher education} cooperative education was confirmed in a

telephone interview wit1Dr. James Wilson (1978), professor

of Cooperative Education at Northeastern University. The

growthin the number of personnel involved in cooperative

-education with their varied backgrpunds,' nigh turnover of

personnel in th,/ field, and expansion in number of prograrsi-,

coupled with the lack of empirical evidence, substantiite /

O A
the need for this study. The identification; quantification,
. . .

and analysis of issues facing higher education cooperativP
. ,

f

education should assist in providing a focus and directiod to
.

cooperative edultion and contribute to the grouting body 'of
.

knowledge in this field.

.
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.Purposes'of the Study

A
This research study dealt with identification of the

critical issues facing Cooperative education and the

dete4minatiom of the importance of these issues:to co-
.

operative education program directors and to their immediate

supervisors. The primary purposes of this study were:

1. To idehtify the. critical issues facing higher
education cooperative education as perceived by
cooperative eduCation directors.

$ 2. To determine the relative importance' of these
issues as perceived by ..cooperative education
directors and their immediates-supervisors.

.

,
.

3. To determine if differences exist bepieen
directors andtheir.Bupervisors iri terms at their

., perdeptioni of. the importance of'these critical
issues.

4. To determine if differences exist between two- and
four-year college_ directors in terms of the per-
ception of the impoiktanoof the critical issues.

5. To detelimine if-differences exist between directors
among the six regions in, the United States in
their perception'of the importance of the critical
issues 4

,

-Proldures

Research Questionnake

To accomplish the purposes of this study, a separate

research questionnaire was designed for use with each of

the two reference groups. A

The first of these questionnaires (Appendix A) admin r

tered to cooperative education directors was divided into

.1. 12
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two parts. Part A was constructed to scertain the blor_
-

.ground of the cooperative education d ector and'40. contained

six items. These
,
background questions included the direc-

tors exact title L years served in resent-poqition, gender,
#

Ps
. age, type of instit on, and the name and title of the4

directoes:imMediate su ervisor: -This. last item Als used to
,

idelAifi thenappropriai sampling frame for thekvadmini a=

tion of the supervisbr questichmaire.

PartB was developed, first by identifying the poten-

' tial issues facing the field of cooperative education. The

identification andverification of these issues occu#ired in

two phases. In phi' one, an extensive review of jooperative

education literature was made to identify those issues noted

by authors of articles in the last'te-n Nara of the Journal

of Cooperative Education, books in the.field, United States ..'

Offiles o Education funded cooperative education projebt re-

ports, and relevant doctoral dissertations. In additioi

telephone interviews were conducted with selected coopera-

tive education directors at two- -and four-year instifuti9ns.

throughout the 'United States within each of thew six geo-
4

graphicregions represented.
7

In phase two, a panel_of expert judges (Appendix C)

was used to refine the extensive"issue li developed in
;

14

phase one. Kdeiktional critical:issue were sougpt

from the expert panel of Sudies. The judges. provided

13
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.44ggestions to clarify the issue statementsand maile,Wilher

suggestions regarding items in part.A and'the overall under-
.,

atandability of the questionnaire.

After revision of the issue statements and 'part A of

the questionnaire, a Likert t*e scale was developed for the

refined list of 55 issue\statements. The scale contained

five response categories using the following scale:

1 = no importance, 2 = little importance, 3 =

4 ='very important, 5 = critical. Respondents- were asked to

select oneof_the fiye categories which most accurately,re-

flected their perceived importance ofthe

A second questionnaire (Appendix.B) was designed for

administration to the cooperative education director's,im-
.

mediate supervisor. This questionnaire wasothe sameias

Part B of the directors questio sire and was printed on

blue paper for ease of administration,. Thus both co-

operative

.

education directors and their immediate' supervisors

were requested t6 respond to their perception of the'impor.-:

tance of each of the 55 issue statements'. Assa result, a

N,comparisonbetween cooperative education directors and

their immediate supervisors was made poAible.

Subjects andSamolincrProcydures

3+

Two reference groups were used to determine the imimr-
ml.

Dance of the issues facing cooperative education:

1 14
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(1) Coopbrative education directors, and (2) their immediate
ti

supervisors. The subjects for this study were driwn from the

1016 institutions of highei education identified in the 1979

mailing list provided by the Research Center of NOrtheaftern

University. This sampling frame Consisted of 455 two-tear

and 561 four-year-institutions of higher education. identified

in this same listing. A 22 percent primary and 10 percent ,-

altenate random sample was simultaneously drawn from each of

the six regionsc(Appipdix A) using a Burroughs B6700 com-

puter. The siMples were stratified by level of program

(two- ear and fqur -yearl and..by geographical regiOn to ensure

proportionate representation.

Each rector identified in the sampling frame. was as-

signed a six - digit code number. The'firs't digit (1-6) iden-

tified the region. The second digit (2 or 4)Rdintifiedlthe
,

institution -by type (two- or fou;-year). The first two

digits were assigned by correlating the institution's name

on the sampling frame with the information contained.in the
I ,

Zducatjpp. Directory. Colleaes and Univet4tie 1977-78% The

remaining four digits (0000-1016) were assigned in order as

they appeared in the sampling frame. Thus, the computer was.

able to stratify and randomly draw the primary and alternate

sample based upon the assigned identification numbers.

The primary (22 Tercerit) sample was carefully examined.

for representativeness. Primary sample subjects were elimi-
s

nated from the primary sample anreplaced with .a random
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sele tion from the secondary sample for the following

reason

1. g label did not bear the name or a title
closel related to cooperative edudatioti director.

2. Institutions who were known to have discontinued
their cooperative education programs.

A total of 63 primary sample subjects were eliminated and

replaced from the secondary sample.

Collection of the DatEl and Follow-up

A mail questionne\:1're was used to collect the data for
I

this study. To ensure\a maximum return of the questionnaire
.. ,

a follow-up postcard.* a second iollolup letter and
.

questionnaire were sent,to nonrespondents. Finally, a

telephone call was wade to all nonrespondents, l

Statistical Analysis

1');echniques were used in this study,. By purpose these

techniques included:
,

Purpose

Appropriate descriptive and ferential statistical

Statistical Techniques

1. Descriptive statistics using frequency'
distributions.

.2. The 55 issue statements were reduced to, five
factor scales via factor analysis and the in-
ternal consistency of the factor scales was
calculated using Cronbach's Alpha.

3. T-test for jnean differences betweeh director's
and supervisor's perceptions of the importance
of each of the five factor scales and each of
the 55 issue statements. The coefficient of
concordance was applied to determine the extent
of agreement on the 55 issue statement mean

' rankings by'directors and supervisors:
4

16
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Purpose Statistical Techniques

4 T-test for mean differences between two- and
four -year college director's perceptions of
the impditance of each factor scale and each
issue.

ti

5 One-way analysis of variance among director 's
responses forthe six geographical regions
in the United Stated on ea0,tetor scale and
each issue.

Questionnaire Returns

rectors 4110 .-
* ,

Table-1 shows rat of the 221 directors surveyed, J.77

or :0.0 percent of the respondents returned useableques-

tic; ires. This represented an 81.3 percent return Aos

four-y or colleges and an.4.0 percent return for two yeas

college-.

Table 1. Returns of directors

Number bf directors Number of Percentage
Region Surveyed returns of returns

1

Four-year colleges

19
20
10
23
42 .

9

13
15
10
18

,.. 35,
9

-

68,4
75.0

100.0
78.3
83.3
100.0

and universities

_.../

2

3
4

5

6

Subtotals rzr nra- --gm
(

Two-year colleges

1 12 10 83.3,

?. L
14 12 85.7

Ire 8 7 87.5
'4 22 17 77.3 ,

5 25 18 '72.0'
6 17 13 76.5
Subtotals -gr -7r
Totals TIT 8-r

17
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DirectOr;s Supervisors

1 a.

9

t 'Table 2 shows that of the 167 supervisors surveyed, 133

or'79.6 percent returned useable questionnaires. This repre-

sented a 75.8 percent returnfor four-year colleges and an

84.2 percent return for two-year colleges.1

.

Table 2. Returns of director's immediate supervisors

'Number oI supervisors Number of Percentage
Region surveyed returns of returns

. -
Four-year colleges 4.

,and universities -----__ .

1 13 8 61:5
2 14 . 10 71.4
3, * 10 ) 4 9 9k0
4 15 ',\13 86
5 31 2i- 67.7
6 , 8 8 , 100.0
Subtotals -91 Fr 75.03

V
-year colleges

8

12
7

18'
,,18

13

4

6

10
6

12
18
12

,

g

)

75.0
83.3
85.7
66.7

100.0
, 92.3
--1117-

.Two

1
2

3 .

4

5

. 6
Subtotal's

Total

76 6.4

...,

167 133 479.6

ti

1
The reader will.note that theLN of 167 supervisors is

less than 177 returned directors' questionnaires due to re-
ceivihg 10 directors' questionnaires too late for the
supervisoi',51 mailing. .

18
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Characteristics of the Directors in the Sample-

1

,1

Part ,A (items 1 -6). of the questionnaire was designed to
.

"obtain background inforiatioh on the responding directors.

Item one asked for the directorsexact title and responses

were used for a confirmktion of the status of the respondent.

"Item six asked the name and title of the directors immediate

supervsor; which was used for the superOisors questionnaire-

mailing. For reporting purposes, itlformation'on itemi2 -5

is pres cording to each item collected.

Yelars in Present Position

Table 3 indicates how long co-op-directors have Been

i 'in their position. The results show 38.4 p4rcent of the

co -op directors have.held their position from 1-3 years,

wh07.1 percent have been in theie present position from
-0-

4 -6 ears. The mean years-in-position = 2.602) of all

respondents was between response Category 2 (1-3 yeirs) and

3 (4-6 years). Overall, there appeared to be a broad dis-

tribution of years-in-position with 83 respondents irOicat-

ing four or more years in position as.co-op director.

19

1.
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Table 3. Years-in-position as co-op direlpor .

Codd
.Abiblute
Frequency

Relative Adjusted
Frequency Frequency

(PCT) (PCT)

Cum.
Freq.
(PCT)

Less than
one year 1. 26 14.7 14.8 14.8

173 years 2. 68 38.4 '38.6 53.4

4-6 years. 3. 48 27.1 27.3 80.7

7-9 years 4. 18 i 10.2 10.2 90.9

10 years
or more S. 16 9.0 9.1 100.0

0. 1 0.6 missing 100.0

Total 177 lop.o 100.0

1'

Directors Gender

The (majority (74.6percent) of two- andlfour-year
A

directors were male; 25.4 per6ent were female. Table4

shows.the'distribution of gender of cooperative education

director respordents.
.

Table 4. Gender of co -dp directors

Gender

Female

Male

Total

Code

.1.

2.

# Relative
Absolute. Frequency
Frequency (PCT

45 25.4

132 74.6

177 100.0

Adjusted Cum.
FrequeriCY Freq.

. (PCT. (PCT)

25.4 1. 25.4

74.6 100.0

100.0

( 20
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Age

Table 5 reveals a bi7modal frequency groupihg of age

.groups of 33-39 years and 40-46 years -Each group repre-

sentst3.7 percent of the respondents. The mean

was 40-46 years of age.

Table 5.: Age of cod op arector.

Age of
Director Code

Absolute
Frequency

Relative
Frequency

(PCT)

Adjusted
Frequency

(PCT)

Cum.
Freq.
(PCT)

25 or under, 1. 2 1.1 1.1'
26-32 2. 25 / 14.1 44 15.5
33-39 3. 42 - 23.7
40-46 4. 42 23.7 -24.1 63.8
47-53 5. 34" 19.2 19-.5 83.3
54-60 . 6. 14. 7.0 8.0 91.4
60 or, above 7. 15 8.5 8.6 100.0

0. 3' 1.7 missing 100.0

Total 177, 100.0 100.0.

.

Type of Institution

Table 6 shows the dis utiah, of public or private,

two- and. four-year institutions -rom which the co-op

. directors responded. The predoMinant type f college was the

wo-year ptiblic college representing 4),(8 percent of the

sample.

to this

\,

A total of six,

'item, checked 'thee

Or 3.4 percent, who did not respond
.

"other" category:

21
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Table 6. Type of institution

13

Relative Adjusted .Cum.
Absolute Frequency Frequency Freq. .

Code Frequency .(PCT) (PCT) (PCT)e .

two-year
public
college 1. 74 41.8 41.8 41.8 (.

two-:year
\. .

private
college 2. 4 2.3 ;2.3 44.1

four-year
public
college. 3. 56 '31.6 31.6 75.7

four-year
private
college 4. 37 20.9 W. 20.9 96.6

/
other /-.. 5. 6 3.4 3.4 100.0

e
. .

L
_-- ..Total 177 100.0 . .100.0

o

.'

Findings of the Study

Purpose 1: to identify the critical issues faking higher

education cooperative education as perceived by coopera-

tive education directors.

Part B (Issue Statements) of the questionnaire was

id4aIlfied by the following process:

IE

..,

1. An extensiv literature review was conducted to
4ildentify th major issues referged to by authori-
ties in the field. The Journal of Cooperative . u
Education was reviewed from the issue of November .

1970 *volume 7 number 1, thiough thejUsue of
Spring 1979 5 Oumber 3. Books on coopera-
tive edpbationtl:e reviewed incldding Handbook
of Cooperative Educatio by AW. Knowle

22
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Associates, 1971; Cooperative Education, by Ronald
W. Stadt and Bi1) G. Gooch, 1977; °Cooperative
Education in ComOlunity Colleges, by Barry Heerman,
1971. United States Office of Education funded co-
operative education project reports were also
reviewed -

2. Telephone interviews were conducted with twenty
selected leaders in the field of cooperative'
education to identify.current issues as perceived
by these leaders.

As'a result.of the literature reviews and tele-
phone interviews, 71 potential issues were identi..

t ,

fied.
panel for critical review.
ese potential issues were submitted to

an expert

4. A questionnaire was developed which included 55
issues in cooperative education. The 55 issue
statements reflect a synthesis of the critical
reviews by the expert panel.

The questionnaire web administered to the random sample

of cooperative education directors who provided the infotma-

tion necessary to address this purpose. Respondents were

requested to indicate the importance of each of the 55

issues. The 'rating scale for each issue contained five re-
.

sponse categories (1) No Importance, (2) Little Importance,.

(3) ,Important, (4) Very Important, and (5) Critical. Thus,

it was possible to determine the arithmetic mean of impor-
,

'twice for each issue statement for Zhe responding directors

as a group.

For descriptive, purposes, these means were ranked from

1 through-55 with a ranking of 1 assigned to the issue with

the greatest amount of Importance and 55 to the issue'with

the least amount ornSportance. b

4.

23.
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Findings for the director's responses to the 55 issue

15

statements are presented in tabular form below. Table 7

gives the issue statement number in.Part.B of the question-

naiker rank and mean for 55 issue statements as reported
k

)by directors.

ti

Table-7. Issue statement rank, issue statement, and mean
for 55 issue statements as,reported byAlreCtors

Statement,
Rank Number Issue Statement ,4 Mean

1 13

.2 52

30

4 12

5.5 28

5'5 48

The best techniques of developing
. institutional commitment in terms
of administrative, faculty, staff,
and financial support

The' extent to which cooperative
education is accepted as a valid
mode of study, on par with aca-
demic study

Determining the proper amount of
structure which should be built
ipto students' co-op experience

.4in order to insure that they have
meaningful learning experiences

Maintaining-the quality of cooper-
ative education work assignments
with an increasing number of insti-
tutions and students participating

The desirability of offering aca=
demic credit for students' coop-
erative education experiences

D veloping cooperative education
rograms which can become cost-

effective in the financial struc-
t e of the institution

24

4:200

4.120.

4.046

4.011

4.006

4:006
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Table 7. Continued

16

Statement
Rank Number Issue Statement

7 44

8

4 9

7 \

Mean

The best techniques of internal-
izing and integrating cooperative
education into the philosophies
and:curriculums of institution&
of higher education 3.949

The 'responsibility of, the college
or university in preparing the coop
student for his or her initial co-
operative education assignment 3.

4 .

29r If academic credit is offered,
determining the proper amount to be
granted and the basis fOr.assigning
this credit

10 5 The extent to which the philosophy
of cooperative education integrates
or conflicts with other educational
philotophies of the instituti4n-

,

11 38 If academic credit is granted for
cooperative education, whether this
credit should be used toward gradua-

1 tion, or as an add-on to the grdua-
tion requirements

712

3.874

3.839

3.4771

39 If faculty Are involved, whether their
load determination should be*calculated

1 as
.4-
part of their regulai load or as an

overload, or pn some other basis . 3.759

13 31 The best syttem of distributing
federal funds so as to have the most
meaningful impact on the develop
of cooperative education progr

14 19 The impact of federal (Title
funding in terms of the devel
and meaningful growth of coope
education programs

15 49

II) /-

ment
ti ve

The level in the institutional admin-
istrative hierarchy whdre the person
responsible for co-op should report

25

3.751

3.744
44.

3.737
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Table 7." Continued

17

.

Statement
Rank Number Issue Statement Mean

16 S The'inclusion of the cooperative
education professional. staff in
the faculty ranking, tenhre,, and
promotion ,system 3.726

17 37 The best techniques of improving
the quality of individuals re--
sponsible for managing,cooperal-
tive education programs

"18 22 The extent to which the high turn-over'
olf cooperative education personnel -

bias impact on the success of coopera-
tive education programs 3.-676

18 The extent to which cooperative
education is a viableinstructional
strategy for ude in liberal arts and
other nontechnical programs 3.672

20 55 The extent to which thete is clarity
of role definition among directors,
coordinatorsAnd faculty in coopera-
tive education programs

21 54 The extent to which the alternating
co-op calendar affects curricular
design and coursloscheduling

22 4 The extent to which the degree of
co-op calendar affects curricular
design and course scheduling

23 27 The location of the cooperative'
education office in the institutional
.organizational structure. (Acade
affairs/student personnel services)

I

19'

3.699

3.663

3.659

3.645

24 3 The trend towards the merger of coop-
. erative education and placement ser-

vices in colleges and universities 3.609

25 15 The role played py cooperative educa-
tion in Nervingjthe needs of the
'socially and economically disadvantaged
student 3..560

41111

r

26
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13.Table% 7. Co nued

Statement
Rank 'Number Issue Statement Mean

26.5 24

26.5- 45''

28 1

4

0 29 43

30 11

.

31 '2

32 10

.

33.5 11

vr

33.5 34

..The extent to which cooperative edu-
cation can serve the-"older" and
"second-degree" students who are ex-

. pected to comprise an increasingly
larger percentage of thecollege
population 3.506

- The use of FTE's (full-time equiva-
lent students) as an internal fund-
ing source for cooperative education 3.506

The extent to which regular faculty
members With assignments in teaching
and/or research can.be effective serv-
ing as coordinators in the cooperative
education program 3.491

..fte-desirability of having more finan-
suploort from the federal level /

-in cooperative education 1.489

The impact of state and federal em-
ployment regula o s on the develop-
ment and impl to of cooperative
education programs 3.477

The current proposal evaluation- pro-
cess followed by the t*4J2ed States
Ottice of Education which allows out-
side readers to make the major funding
decisions 3.455

The best methods of coordination, and
the frequency of employer visitations
necessary for a "long distance" co-
operative education program 3.412

The problems associated with the trans-
.

ferability of cooperative education
credit from the two-year college level
to the four-year college or university
level 3.406

n A.
The desirability of the college work
study program and the cooperative edu-
cation activity operating more closely
together in thefuture 3.406

6
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'Table 7. Continued

'.Statement
Number Issue Statement

9 The quantity and quality of research
in the field-of cooperative education 3.366

36 to which the cooperative
ffice should be responsible

Mean

21 The extent
education
for the
ments in
gram. (St
co-op offi

ority of the student place-
e cooperative education pro-
ent developed versus
e developed,pbsitions) 3.358

37 26 The extent 'to which cooperative edu-
cation should be limited to those stu- -
dents who have definitive career plans
or open to all regardless of their
status in the career development
process 3.345

38 42 If faculty are actively involved in
the coordination phase of the program,
whether the cost of program operation
is prohibitive to this involvement 3.335

39 47 -Vie five year limitation to Title
VIII USOE funding for cooperative
education programs 3.297

4
40 32 The extent to which the federally

funded co-op training centers are
.

rebponsive to the needs of new per-
sonA61 moving into cooperative edu-
cation

41 46 The quality of leadership'provided
by the United States Office of-
Education

42 51 The use by the USOE (United States
Office of Education) of weighted cri-
teria in the proposal process to
determine who receives Title VIII
funding

43 16 The desirability of defining coopera-
tive education to include experiential
education, internship programs, field
education, etc. 3.246

3.291

L
3.276

0
3.265

46

28

6
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Table 7.' Continued-

se'

a

V

20

Statement
Rank Number -Issue Statement Mean

44 25 , The relationship which should exist
between _cooperative programs pper-

41P ated at the secondary school, com-
munity college/technical college,
and fo -year college levels

45' 53 The ent to which non-paid volun-
teer work experiences should be con-
sidered as part of cooperative edu-
cation

33 The extent to which-the federally
.._ funded co-op training ceepers are

responsive to the needs lig experi-
enced personnel in the field 3.198

47. 6 The role played by cooperative edu-
,cation in serving the needs of the
physically handicapped student

48 23 The desirability of training and
certifying selected,individuals who
would be available toLeveluate co-
operative education programs 3.1,26 ..

. 49 40 The role played by the National Com-
mission for Cooperative Education in
terms of national leadership fox. co -;''

-
,

operative education 3.121

3.223-

3.207

3.166

50 35 The role played by the "CEA (Coopera-
,- tive Education Association) as one of .

the national professional organizations
for cooperative education personnel 3.115

51 36. The type of co-op qftlendars followed
(i.e. alternating, extended day, field
experience, parallel) by colleges and
universities 3.040

29
4
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Table-7. Continued

Statement
Rank Number Issue Statement

52 41 , Ne extent to which federal fund-
ing (Title VIII) should move to
the large urban based institution4 3.000

1/4

53 11 The desirability of'establishing
national standards for the account- .
ability of cooperative education
programs x 2.943

,..- , ,-.

54 2Q The extent to which coopeAtive edu-
cation is a viable instructional
methodology for use in graduate pro-
grams 2.918

55 50 The desirability of institutions
of higher education responding to the
increased need for gusalified co-
operative education personnel by es-
tablishing bachelors' and graduate
programs in cooperative, education 2.787

\

30
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Purpose.-2: To determine the relative importance of these \\\

issues as perceived by cooperative education directors and

their supervisors.

sW"
The questionnaire completed by the two reference groups

(co-op directors and supervisors) contained 55 issue state-

ments related to cooperative education. Both respondent

groupswere requested to respond to each of the 55 issue

statements on the questionnaire. Findings for both directors

and their supervisors are shown together in Table 8. 'This,

Table gives the complete issue statement, it's number from

the questionnaire, means, standard deviations, and rank-order

of the means for the 55 issue statements.

a

)
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Table 8. Means, standard deviatons, and rank by reference
group of 55 issue statements

Group and
s,

Issue 4

Statements ( Mean
. . . r)

Statement 1: The extent to which regular faculty members
with assignments in teaching and/or research
can be effective serving as coordinators in
the gooperative education program

SD ; Rank

Directors
Supervisors

Statement 2:

Directors
Supervisors

Statement 3:

Directors
Supervisors

Statement 4:

il

Directors
Supervisors

1

3.491 1.061 '28
3.689 0.?97 12

The current proposal evaluation process fol-
lowed by the United States Office of Educa-

, tion which allows outside readers to make the
major funding decisions.

3.455
3.458

The trend towilds th
education and plac
and universities.

3.609
3.598

.101 31
1.032

verger f cooperative A,

t se ices in colleges "4

1.079
0.980

24
21

The'extent to -which the degree of co-op pro-
gram centralization or decentralization im-
pacts on the development of viable coopera-
tive education programs:

3.645
3.438

4

32

1.052
1.148

N.,

.22
30
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Table 8.. Continued.

4

24

Group and
Issue

Statdments

4,0

Mean S LS Rank

Statement 5:

Directors
Supervisors

The extent to which the philosophy of coopera-
tive education integrates or conflicts with
other, educational philosophies of the institu-
tion:

3.839 0e 1.b90 10
3.985 1.004 6

Statement 6: The role played by cooperative education in
serving the needs of the physically halicapped
student.

Directbrs 3.166 1.023
Superviiors 3.265 0.924 5 38

Statement 7: The responsibility of.the college or university
in preparing the co-op student for his or her

. initial cooperative edudation assignment.

Directors 3.886 0.823 8
Supervisors 4.045 0.837 3

Statement 8:

Directors
Supervisors

Statement 9:

Directors

The inclusion of the cooperative education
professional. staff in theffaculty ranking,
tenure, and promotion system.

3.726 1.096
3.285 1.228

16
37

The quantity and quality of research in the-1----
.

field of cooperative education.

3.366 0.930
Supervisors 3.189 . 0.942

Statement 10.:

35
40

)

The best methods of coordination, and the fre-
quency of employer visitation O necessary for
a "lOng distance" cooperative education pro-
gram.

Directors '3.412 1.047 32
Supervisors 3.500 0.895 25

33

I

. a
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Table 8: Continued

25

Group and
Issue

'Statements

Statement 11:

Directors
Supervisors

Mean Sp Rank

The impact of stat, and federal employment
regulations on thE development and implemen-
tation of cooperative education programs.

3.477 0.948 30
3.603 1.035 20

Statement 12: Maintaining'the.quality of cooperative educa-
tion work assignments with an increasing
number of institutions and Students partici-
pating.

.Directors
Supervisors

Statement 13:

4.011 0.916 4
4.038 4

The.best techniquiVOI developing institu-
tional commitment in terms of administrative,
faculty, staff, and financial support.

Directors .4.200 0.830 1
Supervisori ' 4.046 0.812 2
Statement414: The desirability of establishing national

standards for the acpountability of coopera-
tive education programs.

Directors 2.943 1.030 53
Supervisors 2.692 1.136. 54

4

Statement 15: The role played by coopeAtive education in
serving the needs of the socially and eco-
nomically disadvantaged student.

Directors
Supervisors

Statement 16:

AL

Directors
Supervisors

The desi
cation t
internsh

60 a 0.962 25.
.6 0 0.945 18

ability of defining cooperative edu-
include experiential, education,

p programs, field education, etc.

3.3
46

34

1.279
1.193

43
34
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Table 8., Continued

b

26

Group and--4
Issue

StateMenta Mean . SD Rank

Statement 17 : The imoblems associated with the transfer-
ability ot cooperative education credit from
the two-year college level to- the four-year
college or university level.

Directors* 3.406 1.15 33.5
Supervisors 3.515 1.051 23

Statement 18: The extent .to which cooperative education is
a viable instructional strategy for use in
liberal arts and other nontechnical programs.

Directors.
Supervisors

Statement 19

Directors
Supervisors

3.672 0.969 19
- 3.638 1.012 16

: The'impact of federal Tritle VIII) funding in4;.

terms of the developmeht and meaningful growth
of cooperative education programs.

3.744 1.100 14
,3.615 1.116- 19

Statement 20: T e extent to which cooperative education is'a
v able instrdctional methodology for use in
graduate programs.

Directors
Supervisors

2.918
2.890

1.079 54
1.190 lop 36

Statement 21: The extent to which the cooperative education
office should hie responsible for, the7.majority
Of the student placements in the cooperdtive
education program. (Student'develope4 versus
co-op office developed positions.;

` Directors 3.358 1.022 -36
Supervisors 3.462 0.9-25 28

Statement 2 2: The extent to which the high turn -oveY of
cooperative education personnel has impact on

4 the success of cooperative edudation programs.

Directors
Supervisors

L676
3.477

.1 35

1.089
0.958

18
27.
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Table 8. _Continued

Group sand
Issue

Statements Means SD Rank

Statement 23: The desirability of training and c
selected individuals who would be av
to evaluate cooperative, education progr

ifying
able

Directors 3.126 1.079 48/
Supervisors 3.171 4 0.953 42'

Stateme4t 24: The extent to which cooperative education dan
serve the "older" and "second-degree" students
who are expected to comprise an increasingly
larger percentage of the college population.

Directiars 7 3.506 1.035 26.5
Supervisors 3.531 0.942 22

4

The relationship which should exist between
cooperative progrems °meted at.the secondary
school, community college /technical -college,
and four-year college levels'.

Statement 25:

Directors
Supervisors

3.223 1,089 44
3.238. 1.040 39.

Statement 26: The extent to which cooperative education
should be limited to those students who have
definitive career plans or open to all regard-
less of their_status in the career-development
process.

Direalyars
Supervisors 3.102 1.149 47

3.345 1.103 -44,. 37

Statement 27:

Directors
-Supervisors

Statement 28:

DireAors
Supervisors

The location of the cooperative education
office iVfie institutional organizational
structur . (Academic affairs/student
personnel se ices) -

3. 1:139 23
3.392 1:117 33

The desirability of offering academic credit
for students' cooperative education experi-
ence..

4.006 1.026 , 5.5
3.892 1.058 8

36 .

4-
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Table 8. Continued

Group and
Ispue

Statements Mean SD Rank

Statement 29: If academic credit is offere4, determining
the proper amount to be granted and the
basis for assigning this credit.

Dire tors 3.874 0.922 9
Supekvisors 4.000 0.835 5

Statement 30:

11

Deteymining the proper amount of tructure
which should be built into stude

P
ts' co-op

thexperience in order to insure at they have
meaningful learning experiences.

Directors 4.046 0.712 3
Supervisors 3.962 0.811 7

Statement 31:

1`s

The best system of distributing fedjal funds
so as to have the most meaningful impact on
the development of cooperative education pro-
'grams.

Directors 3.751 1.085 13
Supervisors 3.636 1.068 17

Statement 32: The extent to which the federally funded co-op
training centers are responsive to the needs of
new personnel moving into cooperative education.

Directors 3.291 1.069 40
Supervisors 3.180 1.023 41

Statement 33: The extent to which the federally funded co-
op trainingscenters are responsive to the
naiads of experienced personnel in the field,

,

Directors 3:198 1.112 46
Supervisors 3.039 1.011 49

Statement 34: The desirability of the college work study pro-
gram and the cooperative education activity
operating more closely together in the future.

Directors 3.406 1.165 33.5
Supervisors 3 36 1.145 35

t

37 A



Table 8. Continued

29

Group and
Issue .

Statements Mean 'SD Rank

Statement 35: The role played by the CEA (Cooperative Edu-
cation Association) as one of the national
professional organizations for cooperative
education personnel.

Directors 3.116 1.069 50
Supervisors 2306 1.023 51

Statement 36: The type of co-op calendars followed (i.e.
alternating, extended day, field experience,
parallel) by colleges and universities.

Directors 3.040 1.039 51
Supervisors 3.114 1.039 44

Statement 37: The/ best techniques of improving the quality
of individuals responsible for managing co7
operative education programs.

Directors 3.699 0.808 17
Supervisors 3.669 0.820 . 13.5

Statement 38:

Directors
Supervisors

Statement 39:

/)
If academic credit is_granted for cooperative
education, whether this credit should be used
toward graduation, or as an add-on to the
graduation requirements.

3.771 1.101
- 3.620 1.058

If faculty are irrolved, whether their load-
determination should be calculated as part of
their regular load or as an overload, or on
some other bAsis.

Directors 3.759 0.979- 2
Supervisors 3.763 1.066 11.

Statement 40: The role played by the National Commission for
'Cooperative Education in terms of national
leadership for cooperative edudation.

Directors
Supervisors

3.121
2.832

38

1.119 ' 49
1.046 53
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Table 8. Continued

30

Group and .

Issue
Statements Mean SD Rank

Statement 41: The extent to which federal funding (Title
VIII) uld move to the large ban:based
insti on.

Di /ectors 3.000 1.323 * 52
Supervisors 3.153 1.344 43

katement 42;

Directors
Supervisors

Statement 43:

Directors
Supervisors

Statement 44:

If faculty are actively involved in the co-
ordination phase of .he progr whether .the
'cost of, program operation is prohibitive to
this involvement.

/
3.335 .0.935 38
3.408 1.009 .

p 32

The desirability of having more financial sup-
.port from the.federal level in cooperative
education.

3.489 1.186 29
3.508 1.150 24

The best tec ues of internalizing and
integrating perative education into the
philosophies and curriculums of institutions
of higher education. .

Directors 3.949%
Supervisors 3.868

: The use of FTE's (full-time equivalent stu-
P dents) as an internal funding'$ource.for co-

operative education.

0.866
0.990

7
9

Statement 45

Directors
Supervisors

3.406
3.413

1.137 53
1.208 .. 31

Statement 46: The quality of leadership proyide4.by the
United States Office of Education.

Directors
Supervisors

3.276 1.175
2.977 1.229

39

41
50
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Table 8. Continued
.

Group and
Issue,

Statements Mean SD _ Rank

Statement 47:

Directors
Supervisors

Statement 48:
O

Directors
Supervisors

The five year limitation to Title VIII USOE
funding for cooperative education programs.

3.297
3.109

1.238
1.335\

39
46

Developing cooperative education programs
which.can become cost-effective in the finan-
cial structure of the institution.

4.006
4.076

0.932 5.5
0:847 1

StateM147-Thd-level in the institutional administrative
hierarchy where the person responsible for
co-op should report.

Directors
Supervisors

'Statement 50:

tilsarectori

Supervisors

Statement 51:

Directors
Supervisors

Statement 52:

Direcermst
Supervisors

3.737 0.994 15
13.496 1.033 26

The desirability of institutions of higher
education-respondingko the increased need
for qualified cooperative education personnel
by establishing bachelors' and graduate pro-
grams in cooperative education.

2.787 1.125 55
2.595 1.10'1 55

The use by the USOE (United Office of
Education) of weighted criteria In the pro-
posal process to deteriine who receives Title
VIII funding.

3.265 1.112
3.110 1.063

42
45

The extent to which cooperative education is. ,0A
accepted as a, valid mode of study, on par
with academic study.

2
4.120 0.930 2
3.845 1.027 10

40
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Table t. Continued

Group and
Issue

Stattments

-.1tIttatattiv

Director!
Supervisors

Statement 54:
.

Directors-.
Supervisors

Statement 55:
definition among directors, coordinators; and
.faclity, in cooperative education program*.

0

1.020 '4.20

3.662 0.999 13.5

Mean SD
ro."

Rank

The extent to which non-paid volunteer work
experiences should be considered as part of'"
cooperative OducatiOn.

3.26 1.203
3.085 1.121

r

34.5
48

The extent to Which the alternating co-op
calendie-.affects curricular design and
course,scheduling.

3.659
3.313

. 1.048
1.177,

21
36

The extent to which there is clarity of role

-Dirac rf
uBu so

It is noteworthy among'directors that ofthe 55 issue

statements, that only three (numbers 14, 20, and 50) were

evaluated by dtrectors:is.falling below a mean score of

3 (important):

41

.
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Statement
Number

'14

.20

Statement ,

33

The desirability of establishing
national standards for the account-
ability of cooperative education

The extent to which comparative
education is a viable instructional
bethodology for use in graduate
programs

50 hum drleability of institutions of
Illgeducation responding to the

ased need for qualified coop-
erative education personnel by
establishing bachelors' sing graduate
programs-in cooperative education

0

2.943

2.918

2.787

The_ remaining 52 issue statements (95 percent) were

rated by directors as higher than the response category of

3 (imPortant).

A similar pattern existed for the directors' supervisors

with six issue statements (numbers 14, 20, 35,10, 46, and

50having.omerail means which fell below 3 (importan.

Statement
Number'

14

Statement Mean

The,desirability of establishing
.

national standards for the account-
ability of cooperative education

20 The extent to which comparative
education is a viable instructional
methodology for use in graduate ---
programs

42

2.692

2.890 .



Statement
Number Statement

34

35. The role played by the CEA
--(Cooperative Education Association)
as one of the national professional
organizations for cooperative educa-
tion personnel 2.906

40 The role played by the National,
Commission for Cooperative Educe-
tion in terms of national leader-
ship for cooperative education

46 The quality of leadership provided-
by the, United States Office of
Education

50 The desirability of institutions' of
higher education responding to the
increased need for qualified coopera-
tive education personnel by establish-
Mg bachelors' and gradpate programs
in cooperative education

2.832

2.977

2.595

Th'e remaining 49 issue statements '(89 percent) were

evaluated by the directors' &upervisors as exceeding impor-

tant with a mean respo se of 3 (important) or higher.

Examination of data revealed a relatively large

standard deviation for responses with a range from a loApi

.712 to a high Of 1.344. The researcher examined the issue

statements which revealed similaritiei in brpad categories
0

to which groups of issues appeared affiliated. The question

was asked if tho,co-op directors and their supervisors, in

the sample'generally agreed upon certain issues that w re

lated and what degree of reliability existed in the respon

to the related issue statements?

43
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35

%

Factor Analysis and Test
of Reliability

4

An exploratory factor analysis was performed on the

responses to the issue statements by co-op directors and

supervisors as a single responding group. Together, the

n = 177 of co-op directors, and n = 133 of supervisors, cpn-

stituted an n = 310 which was sufficieitly large to complete
--.

a factor analysis on the responses to the 55 issue state-

ments. The purpose of this statistical technique was to

search for underlying commonalities 11 the issue stateMents,

develop factor scales based on these commonalities, and test

to see if there were significant differences oh these fabtor.
ct

scales as a function of differences in either school type or

regipn and nature of the respondent.

Factor analysts was performed using.a Burroughs B6800

computer and the Statistical Package for Social Sciences

(SPSS) release 81statistical program., The Varimax rotation

procedure was selected to maximize the variance of the

squared loadings for each column. Principal factoring with-

Out iteration (PAl) was selected because there were no

assumptigns'made about the general structure or, the variables.

.Misling:data was not replaced by the variable mean for

computation of factor 'Cores. Ftictors with sigen values of

1.0 or greater were retained for interpretation and analysis.

To aid in the interpretation of the data, the raw factor
fer

loading patterns were' orthogonally rotated (varimax procedure).

Items which cross loaded on two or more factors were difficult

tl
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to interpret. Therefore if an item had a factor loading of

>1.31 on two or more factors the issue statement was deleted.

However, if the issue statMent loaded considerably higher

on one factor and had a roininial loading of >1.51.on the

factor, the'issue statement was retained to assure that no

issue would be removed that may contribute to an understand-
.

ing,Of the dithensionality sought through the factor analysis

procedure. The process was then repeated for a total
A
of six

iterations of the factor analysis procedure.

On the sixth and final iteretion'faCtor analysis was

performed to confirm the stabi lity of the factors 'using 25

issues resulting in a solution of seven factors with three

issues which loaded on two ficto;s With a factor scoreof

.3 or greater. However, the principle factor score for each

of the threetssues exceeded .6 with the second loading not

exceeding .32. It was believed that the three issues should

r be retained for reliability testing.

A teseof reliability wasperformed using Cronipach's

Alpha to determine the internal consistency of the issues.

comprising the solutions for the seven factors as suggested

by Nnnnally J1967). An alpha-coefficient .of .5 or higher

was used for the criteria of including factors for consider-

ation in the experimental construct of related issue dimen-

sions (factor scales).
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The resulting tast of reliability yielded alpha co- ,

efficiefits as shown in Table 9.

a

le 9. Factor alpha coefficients

Factor Alpha coeffic nt

1 .88F
2 .795
3 .687-
4 .708

wilb .450*
6 w- .518

.374*
C fficients belmicriterion of .5

I

Five ofthe seven derived factor scales appeared to

reach acceptable levels of internal consistency. The ex-

ploratory search for dimensions that the respondents effec-
.

tively.kgree upon was considered successful by the researcher.

Table 10 shows the factoriaca, number, the generic title

'Lisigned each factor scale by 4e researcher, and the issues

comprising each of the five factor scales that can be said to

bkreliable from the 310 responses by co-op dikectors and

their supervisors, and the factor score for each issue.

0(

a
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Table 10. Factor scales, A-E, issue statements, factdr
loadings and factor,and,issue mean

Issue
No. Issue Statement,

Factor Factor and
Loading Issue Mean

Factor Scale (A) Federal funding criteria,
structure, and Rrocesf 3.283

2. The current proposal evaluation
ti process followed by the United,
States Office of Education which
allows outside 'readers to make
the major funding decisions ,59380 3.455

19. The impact of federal (Title VIII)
funding in terms of'the develop-
ment and meaningful growth of co-
operative education programs .75483 3.707

31. The best system of distiibuting
federal funds so as to'have the
most meaningful impact on the
development of cooperative edu-
cation programs E .8116 3 3.733

32. The extent to which the federally
funded co-op training centers are
responsive to the needs of new
personnel moving into cooperative
education . .72185 3.23

33. The extent to which the federally
funded co-op trainingcenters are
responsive to the needs of experi- ,

enced personnel in the field .72427 3.113

43. The desirability of having more .

financial support from thp federal
level in cooperative education :73716 ' 3.477 .

47. The five year limitation to Title
VIII USOE funding for cooperative
education programs , .75079 3.222

, .

N51. The use by the USOE (United States
Office of Education) of weighted
criteria in the proposal process
to determine who receives Title

, , . ,

, VIII funding t.75251 3./84

!"let 4 7
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Table 10. COntinUed

Issue
No. Issue Statement

Factor Factor and
Loading Issue Mean

Factor Scale (B) Academic credit and
curriculum structure 3.838 ,

, .

,28. The desir ility of offering aca-
demic c t for students' co-
operative e ucation experiences .71368 3.950

29. -If academic credit is offered,
determining the proper amount to
be granted and the basis for
assigning this credit 40691 3:910

30. Determining the properamount of
structure which should be built
into students' co-op experience
in order to insure that they have
meaningful learning experiences .70733 3.992

38. If academic credit is granted for
cooperative education, whether
this credit should be ueed"toward
graduation, or as an add-on to the
graduation requirements .66390 3.711

Factor Scale (C) Organizational placement
and institutional inte-
gration 3.510

8. The inclusion of ilia, cooperative
education professional staff in the
faculty ranking,' tenure, and promo-

, tion system .66789 3.553
,

27. The location of the cooperative
education office in the institu-
tionel organizational structure.
(Academic affairs/student person-
nel services) .77142 3.541

49. The level in the institutional
administrative hierarchy where
the potsoh responsible for co-op
should report .72407 3.658
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Table 10. Continued

Issue
Issue Statement

Factor Factor and
Loading Issue Mean'

Factor Scale (D) Coordination between
two- and four-year
colleges 3.341

. ,
.

17. The problems associated with the

1:

transferability of cooper ive
educationicriait from the two-year
college level to the four- ear
college or university level .75697 3.474

24. The extent to which cooperative
educition can serve the "older"
and "second-degree" students

,
who are expected to compr se an
increasingly larger perc tage.-
of the college population -.54113 3.534

25. Tao relationship which should
exist between cooperative pro-
grams operated at the secondary
school, community college/tech-

. nical college, and fouF -ye
college levels .75515 3.241

r-- ,

Factor Scala (E)' Faculiy InV"Olve nt 3.400

1. The extent to which regular'tfaculty
members with assignments ,in teach-
ing and/or research can be Stec-
tive serving as coordinato s i_ n'the
cooperative 'education grog am .72597 3.571

42. If faculty are actively i'Volved
in the coordination pha of the
program, whether the co t of _pro-__
gram operation is prohi itive to --
this involvement 7 .78313

--....tr

3.365

49
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Based upon the relatively high-internal consistency

-demonstrated by the factor analysis and reliability

procedures.descri6ed above, a description of the five

resulting factor scales was accomplished and assigned letter

designations. Issues comprising each factor scale were

treated as equally contributing to each factor scale and a

single variable scale was constructed for each of the five

factors by summing and averaging the responses to each scale.

Descriptive statistics were computed on the newly created

factor scales. Table 11 shows the means, standard

deviations and rank order of means for each of these factor

scales.

Table 11. Means, standard deviations, and rank of factor
scales for co-op directors and their supervisors
as a group

Factor
Scale Factor Scale Name

A Federal funding criteria, .

structure, and prodess

Academic credit and
curriculum structure

C' Organizational placement and
institutional integration

D Coordination botween.two-
and four-year cdlleges

e-/Faculty involvement

Mean SD Rank

3.283 .934 5

3.838 .856 1

3.510 .26 2

3.341 .935 4

3.400 .928 3

c
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All of the five factor scales had mean scores which fell

between (3) important, and (4) very important. The value of

examining the five fictor scales resides in the agreement of

respondents concerning the issues comprising the factor'

scales. Thus, it can be stated that thirco-op directors and-

their supervisors responding to the questionnaire perceived

the area of academic credit and curriculum structure (Factor

Scale B) as most important followed by organizationarplace-

ment and institutional integration (Factor Scale C) nd so

on as.Omm in Table 11.
go.

'Purpose 3: To determine if differences exist between

directors and their supervisors in terms of the perceptions

of the importance of these critical issues

Differences Between Directors
and Supervisors for the
?actors

A T-test for differences:among the issue statement means

of the co-op directors and theirsupervisors was used to com-

pare responses of each group in their perceptions of the impor-

tance Of the five factor scales. The T-test was applied to

each factor scale:for-the two respondent groups. The level

of significante was set at .05.

A significant difference.(.05 level) was found on only

one.of the five factor scales. A pooled variance estimate

''11
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tested-the.two-tailed probability level at .002 for factor

scale C, Organizational Placement and Institutional Inte-

gration,as thd6r1 in Table 12.

Table 12. Difference between co-op directors and their
supervisors for factor C, found at the .05 level

2-tailed . Super -
Factor Factor Prob- T- Director visor
Scale Title ability Value Mean S/15- Mean 4/5

C Organizational
placement and.
institutional '

integration 7002 3.11 3.650 0.912 3.323 0.913

y.

Co-op directors rated the importance of factor scale C as

cligher than did their supervisors.

Differences Between Directors
and Supervisors on the Issues

A T-test for differences among the issue statement means

of the co-op directors.' and their supervisors was used to cora-
,-

pgro-responses of each group in their perceptions of the im-

portance of each of the 55 issue statements. The T-test

was applied to each issue for the two respondent groups. The

level of significance was set at .05.
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Table 13 shows the-issuers where significant differences
4P

e xisted between co,-lop directors and their supervisors by the

computed 2-tailed probability, T-value, and the Mean and

standard deviation for both groups.

For all six issue statements where there was a statis

tical difference between groups, co-op directors perceived

a higher importance of the issue than did their supervisors.

A coefficient of concordance was computed to determine

the extent of,agreement between the issue statement rankings

by directors and supervisors (see Table 7). The formula

used was taken from Ferguson, 1976, pp. 373-376, and is

shown below along with the computed S value and coefficient

of concordadte for the rankirmeans:

S s E 52,146.99

-

Coefficient of (W)
12S

.94

Purpose 4: To determine if differences exist between twOSS%.,_

d four-year college directors in terms of the perception of

he importance of the critical issues.

A T-test for differences among the issue statement means

o the two-year college co-op directors and the four-year 0

college director; was used to 'compare responses of each 'group

their perceptions of the importance of the five
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factor scales. The T-test was applied to each factor scale
/-

for the two respondent groups. The level of significance

was set at the .05 level.

Table 13. Differences between co-op directors and their
supervisors on issue statements found at the
.05 level

2- .

Issue Tailed Co-Op \-
Issue State- Prob- T- Director Supervisor
No. meet ability Value Mean S/D Mean S/D

8. The inclusion of the cooperative educatiQui.professional
staff in the faculty ranking, tenure, and promotion
system.

.001 3.30 3.726 1.096 3.295 1.226

14. The desirability of establishing national standards for
the tdcountability of cooperative education/programs.

.044 2.02 2.943 1.030 2.692 1.136

40. The role played by the National Commission for Coopera-
tive Education in terms of national leadership for
cooperative education.

.023 2.29 3.121 1.119 2.832 1.046'

46. The quality of leadership provided by the United States
Office of Education.

.032 '2.15' 3.276 '1.175 2177 1.229

49. The level in the institutional administrative hie r by
where the person responsible for co-op should resort.,

.040 2.06 3.737 0.932 2.977 1.3

54. (The extent to which the alternating co-op calender
affects curricular design and course. scheduling.

.007 2.70 3.659 1.048 313 1.177

.4 4. 54
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A significant difference existed been two-year col-

logo ,co-op directors and four:-year college directors on

"three4of the five factor scales. Table 14 shows.the,com-

puted 2- tailed probability, T-valve`and the mean and stan-

dard deviation for both groups where statistically signifi-

4

cant differences existo4,on the three factor
411PNr

scales.

Table 14. Differences betWssn co-op directors asponses to
factors at and four-year. colleges found
at, the .05 1 ,

9

46

Fictor Fagtor .

Scale ,Title

'Academiecr
& curricuam

2- Tailed
Prob!),

ilitY

Two-year Four-year
T Cella es Celle es

Value Mean D. can

stryfture .017 2.40 .3:965 .777 . 3.732 .906

D Coordination
between two-
and four- I
yr. colleges .000 5.48 3.641 .802 3.091 .966'

E Faculty de*
Involvement .017 2.39 3.536-861 3.28,7

4

4,

m

a.
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As can be seen in Tab16.14, the two-year college

directors rated the importance of the three factor scales

'.significantly higher than the four-year college directors.

A T-test for differences among the issue statement

means of the co-op directors responses at two-year and four-:

year colleges was used to compare the direbtors at each

type,of institution:. The T-test was applied to each issue-
..

statement for the two-year college directors and the four-

year college directors. The level of significance was sot

at the .05 level.

Table 15 shows the issues there significant differences

existed between co-op directors and two-year and four-year

colleges by the computed 2-tailed probability, T-value And

the mman.maed standard deviation-for both groups where sta-
.

tistically significant differences existed on 15-Ofthe

issue's. (This is considerably more differences than would

be expected by chance.)

Issue statement means for th two-;year college direc-

tors- exceeded four -year college irectors in 13 Of the 15

statistically significant differ es between the two groups. ,

S.

A
On issue 21 and issue 54, four-faar college directors rated'

the two issues as more important than did two -year college

directors. ;

56
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Table 15.* Differences between co-op directors *esponses to
issue* at two-year and four-year college* round
at the .05 level

2-
Two -year Four-yearTailed
College 'CollegeIssue Issue Probe- T-

' No, Statement bility Value Mean S/D Mean S/D

1. The extent to which regular faculty mambers,with
assignments in teaching and/or research can be
effective serving as coordinators in the cooperative .

education prbgram.

.000 5.19 3.934 -.929 3.152: 1.034

8. The inclusion of the cooperative education professional
staff in the faculty ranking, tenure, and promotion
system.

.019' 1.38 3.941 3.556 1.145

The impact. of state and federal employment regulations
on the development and implementation of cooperative
'education programs.

.005 2.84 307 .897 3.303 .952.7

16.' ,The desirability of defining cooperative education to
inCludeexpetientialeducation, internship prograMs,

education, etc.

:007 2.,71 1.540 1460 3.020 1.325

17. The problems .associated 'with the-transferability of'
cooperative eduq*tion credit from the two-year college
level to the four-year college or univerisity level,,

.000 6,32 3.961 .901 2.980 1.152
. . .

)
21. The extent-to which. the cooperative educatfit office,

should be responsible for the majority of student
placements .in the cooperative education program.
(St9dent developed versus Co-op Office developed

_r- positions) ---10:

C-

.022 -2.31 3.158 1.046 3.516 .980

57
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Table 15 . Continued

49*

Tailed .Two-year. '-Four -year
Zs ue Issue Probe- T- `College College
No. Statebent bility Value Mean D Mean S D

24. 'The extent to which cooperative education, can serve,
the "older" and "second-degree" students who are ex-
pected toApomprise an increasinglrlargetsercentage
of the corlege population.

1/4-

.037 2.10 3.693 .972 3.364 1.064

25. The relationship which should exist between cooperative
programs operated at the secondary school, community
college/technical collegeT-iid four-year college levies.

.001 3.48 3.540 1.051 2.980 1.059

28. The desir ty of offering academic credit for
student coop ative education experiences.

.002 3.10 4.263, .822 3.808 1.122

30. Determining the proper amount of structure which should
be built into students' co-op experience in order to
insure that they have meaningful, learning experiences.

.040 2.07 4.173 .685 3.950 .72

38." If academic credit is granted for cooperative education,
whether this credit should be used toward graduation,
or as an add-on to tpie graduation requirements..

.008 .2.70 4.013 4.812 3.586 . 1.221

45. The use of FTE's tfullvtime equivalent students) as an
4nternal funding source for",cooperative education.

..001 3.35 3.827 1.095 3.258 1.111
,

52. The extent to which' cooperative education is accepted
as a valid mode .of study, on par with academic study.

.002 3.16 4.355. .687 '3.939.0 1.048
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Table 15. Continued

,..2-
, Tileed Two-Aar FoUr-year'

- Issue. Issue PrOba- T- College__ Colleg!__
No. Statement .bilityl Value Mean SID Mean -cm

53., The extent to which nonpaid volunteer work experiences
should be con si dered as part of cooperative education.

\
.013 2.52 3.467 1.095' 3.010 .1.249

54. The extent to which the alternating co-op calender
affects curricular design and course, scheduling.

.014 -2.50 3.4y 1.124 3.828 t959

4

sf,
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Purpose 5: To determlneif differences exist between

directors among the six regions in the UnitedIpptes in their

perception of the importance of the critical issues.

The one -way analysis of variance (ANOVA) among the issue

statement means of the co=op directori in the six regions

was used to determine if differences in the perception of

the importance of each of the five _fa,or scales existed.

The analysis of variance was 'applied to each of the five

factor scales for the respondent groups from the six regions

in the United'States. 'Where significant differences at the

.051evel appeared, themTukey tegt waeused to locate the
,

pair or pairs of regiorts that accounted for the difference

or differences.

One factor scale was found to be significantly different

among the *ions. As Tablelfi shows, factor'scale D,
4

Coordination Oetween Two- and Four -Year Colleges, had an

F-ratio of 2.25 with probability of .0494. TheTukey that of

significance,at the..05 level identified the difference to

exist between region 3 (Northeist); and 'region 5 (Midwest).
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Table 16. Differences in co-op directors responses to #1

factors between two - and four-year colleges
among theisix regions in the Dated States

Factor F r
SCale, Title

r- F-
. Ratio Probability

D Coordination between two-
and four-year colleges

Test for

Region 1 Region 2

2.250 00499

Significant Differences
Means

Region 3 Region 4 -Region 5 Region 4

3.708 3.134

*Region 1 = Northeast, Region 2 = Southeast, Region 3 = North-
west, Region 4 =.East Central, Region 5 =-Midwest, Region 6 =
Western

Additionally, a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)

among the Abee statement means of the co-op directors. in the
p

six regions was used to determine if differences in the per-

ception of the importance of the issues existed. The analy-

sis of variance was applied to each Of_the 55 issuestate-

ments for the respondent groups from the six regions in the

United.States.. Where significant differences at.the .05

level appeared, the Tukey test was used to locate the pair or

pairs of regions that accounted forthe difference or

differences.

As Table 17 shows, there were nine issues, of the 55

issue statements, that were found to have statirtically

significant differences among regionsrzw_Table 17 shows the

F-ratio, the probability of the derived F-ratio, and the

means for regions where tests revealed significant differ-

ences.''
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Table 17. Differences between co-op directors responses to issues in the six geographiCal
regions found at the .05 level

Test fox Significant Differences
Means

Issue IssUe F- F- Region Region Region Region Region Region r
No. Statement Ratio Probability 1 2 3 - 4 5 6

.
.,

16. The role played by cooperative education in serving the needs of the socially and
economically disadvantaged student. .

2.586, .0278 4.000 -43.148

20. The extent to-whichrcooperative education
Use in graduate prOgrams.

2.539 .0304

is a viable instructional methodology for

2.4124-3.364

21. The extent to which the cooperative education office should be ree naible for the
majority of the student placements in the cooperative education p ram (Student
*developed versus Co-op Office developed positions).

4.476 .000/ 3.826
4.1

--2.882 3.712

27. The location of the cooperative education office in the institutional organizational
structure. (Academic affairs/student personnel services.)

3.071 .0111 3.185 ,4.206

38. If academic credit is granted for cooperative education, whether this credit should
be used toward graduation, or as an'add-on to the graduation rrequirements.

3.333 .0068 3.415<---4.333

U'
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Table 17. Continued

Issue Issue 'F-
No. Statement Ratio Probability . 1 2 3 A 5

47. The five year 'limitation to Title. VIII USOE funding for cooperative education

Test for Significant(Differences
Means

F- Region Region Region Region Region Region
6

programs

2.220* .0546 3.765 > 2.700

)

48. Developing cooperative/education programs which can become cost-effective in th
financial structure of the institution.

2.407 .0387 ' The Tukey test did not fin4 any two groups
significantly diffeiiiit at the .05 level

. ,,
49. The level in the institutional administrative hierarchy where the person responsible

for co-op should report.

32.410 .0385, 4.029
-

54. The extent .to which the alternating co-op calendar affects curricular design and
course scheduling.

2.348 .0432 3.185< 4.000

Issue 47 did not have a significant F- ratio, however the probability was very near .05,
and the Tukey test did locate a significant differame between region 4 and 6.

**Region'l = Northeast, Region 2 = Southeast; Region 3 = Northwest, Region 4 = East Central,Region 5 = Midwest,-Region 6 = Western.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

A comprehensive reOiew of the cooperative education,

literature resulted in the identification of a large number.

of .critical issues facing cooperative education personnel

in institutions of higher education in the United States.

The lack of research concerning the collective identifica:

tion of, and As perceived importance of, the issues was the

purpose of this study. The findings of this study should"

add to the growing body of knowledge concerning the issues

and should provide a focus for the cooperitive education com-

munityln addressing the issues.

The second section of this report. presented the charac-

teristics of the directors in the sample, and the major

findings according to ttle purposes stated. This section
O

will present the conclusions and recommendations based uppn

these characteristics and findings.

0

Characteristics of the Directors
in the Sample

The majority of the items on the directors' question-

naire related to identifying the respondents characteristics

were desCriptive in nature and did not,''by design, lead a

conclusions and recommesdations (see Table 3-6). The find-

ings for some of the purposes did, however, imply conclusions

and/or recommendations based on rather obvious assumptions.

These conclusions and recommendations are identified below.
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riaI. The jority (85.2 percent) of'directors responding
.

had more than one year of experience in their current posi-

.. tion in cooporatiye education (sae Table 3). This suggestsi

that a significant majority of the respondents had an ex-

periential basis upon which'to evaluate the importance of

the 55 issr statements.

2. The majority (74.6 percent) of cooperatiye education

directors were an (see Table 4). The minority proportion

of female directors in the sample indicates that the re-

cruitment of women Into administrative positions in coopera-
,.

tive education should be given a higher priority.

3. The predominant age of directorls (48.2 percent`) is

between 33 and 46 years of age and a large propottion.

(98.9 percent) is 26 years of age or more:(see Table 5).

This suggests a relatively mature group of directors. 'Com-

bined with, the experience in position (see 1 move), the

frame of reference of most of the resptondents is from a

broad experience, and adds to the credibility of the sesults

of this study.

Purpose lt To identify the critical issues facing higher

education cooperative education as perceived by cooperative

education directors 1
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This purpose was primaril,descriptive in nature and

57

'resulted in the, rank ordering of the issue gitatement-means

as perceived'by directors and "`supervisors. A large pro-

' portion of the issue statements were pirceived as important

to critical by both groups.
/,

From the directors responses there were six issue state-

mant means whidh exceeded 4.0 (very important), and five

issue statement means which exceeded a value of 4 -.0 for ,

the supervisors responses. The most important issue state-

ments common to both group' are noted below:

Statement

41
k Means

Super-
Number 'Statement Directors visors

No'

12 Maintaining the quality of cooperative
education work assignments with an
increasing number of institutions
and students participating 4.011 y030

13 The best techniques of developing
institutional commitment in terms
of administrative, faculty, staff,
and financial support s 4.200 , 4.046

48 Developing cooperative education
programs which can become cost-
effective in the finaficial struc-
tureture of the institution 4.0064 4.076

Issue 12 releted to providing quality work stations with

increasing numbers of cooperative education students being

placed. In some areas where a number of i stitutions are

wirgeo4raphically in Close proximity, serio *problems of a

sufficient number of equate walxk stations may be limited by

14k
31.
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the natureature of the local economy. As
art'

increases,

58

"lon,g distane'co-op placements will increase, adding to

financial and,logistical_problems of co-op personnel. -.The

'long distance issue, number 10, mean rating of 3.412 and 3.5

#4espectiv,ely can be expecte4 to be: future trend and be-

come 'milliterious issue for some institutions. It is recom-'

mended that long fume planning for this 4ssue be addressed

,by those program directors who have local ocdnomit conditions k

,which could increase."lonsAfstance" placements.

dA,numinr of alternatives are available, which may in-

de some of the following:

1. A decision to establish a policy of NO "long-dis-

tance" co-op placements.

2. Restricting the siz&,ef co-op programs by increas-

ing admittance requirements, or other policy

changes.

3. DeVeloping aregional system or consortium of in-

stitutions to share "long-distanc rdination to

minimize distances and'coat of coordination.

,

%It is'Aecommedhed that,' alternative three, noted above,

be stronglyconsidered in & planning process. Regional,

and even national coordination among cooperatoloweducation.

programs has the potential to Aznprove articulation among

members of the cooperative education community..
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Related to the "long-distance" placement was issue

number re; which addressed the problem of developing cost-

effective methods for cooperative education program opera-

tion-Changes in federal funding policies are seen by 'many

of the respondents (ref. factor A, Table 10) as requiring

innovative management to survive. Programs that are not'

cost-effective in the future may be dropped by their insti-

, tution. Efforts should be made by the cooperative education

.community to tie the costs of co-op program operation to

the student credit hour generation pxocess. In this fashion,

with reasonable program enrollments, operative education
.

can establish a strong financial basis on which to survive

in future years.. Furthermore, cooperative education. .4,

directors should emphasize the overall institutional

recruitment value of cooperative education as the higher

education community faces lower enrollments in the 1980s.

Issue number 13'continues to be a critical factor in

the successful integration of cooperative education within

an institution. Obtaining the supportmof the various groups

within the institutions community appears to be anissuetfor

some time to come. It is recommen4ed that program directors

continue to emphasize public relatidms tasks within their

respective institutions. Cooperative education training

centersshould continue to refine strategies and provide

assistance in training, directors to better obtain support for

co-op from administration, faculty, and stiff..

4..
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Plfpose 21 To determine the relative importance of these

issues as,perCeived by coop* tive education directors and

their supervisors.

The gee of factor analysis has provided a clear des-

cription of the related issues upon which there is generally

common agreement by directors and supervisors nation-wide.

Factor scale 8, Academic Credit and Curriculum Structure

had the highest gem ranking of the five factor scales

(3.838). The why, and how of awarding and applying coopera-

tive education credit is a very important issue which has

emerged in importance with the relatively recent treld to-

ward the awarding of-academic credit for successful coopera-

tive education experience. Dr. James W. Wilson addressed

this issue concerning cooperative education as an organize-

/ tion of learning experiences not unlike any other educa-

tional process (Wilson, 1978). It is recommended that de-

cisions regarding the awarding of academic credit and the

credit contribution toward graduation be made in light of

the educational value achieve0 by the co-op student.

Factor scale C, Organizational Placement and Institu-.

tional Integration had the second highest mean ranking of

the five factor scales (3.510). This factor scale appears

to be an issue of "where does co-op belong" organizationally

in the institution. There is soma relationship to factOr

scale 8 in that co-op not organizationally place44and/or

accepted by the academic organization has a credibility
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i

problem of being recognized as to its educational merit.
4

It is recommended that further research be con4Acted con-

(earning organizational placement, academic credit, and pro-

gram outcomes. This kind of research can provide information

thatwould assist in organizational placement decisions.

,Factor Scale E, Faculty Involvement had the third

highest mean ranking of the five factor scales (3.400). The

two issues comprising this factor scale involved Mk assign-

ment of coordination activities with teaching and/or research

and the cost effectiveness of such involvement,by the faculty.

Several studies have documented the benefits and valuer of
'C

having teaching .faculty interact with students and employers.

The cost of such involvement as an issue suggests that cost

effectiveness is of suok central importance to administrators

that qualitative benefits may have difficulty in competing

with budgetary considerations. In cases where administrators

are using cost effectiveness as i( major elementJlin decision-

making, it is recommended that co-op program directors review

earlier studies and be prepared with documented. evidence of

- the benefits of faculty involvement to inform and assist

their administration in the decision-making process.

Furthermore; it is recommended that further research be

conducted in the area of docbmented faculty benefits derived

from participation in coope;ative education.
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4

Factor scale D, Coordination Between Two- and Four-

Year Colleges had the fourth highest mean ranking of..the

fiie factor scales (i - 3.341). The articulation.of co-

operative education programs in terms of transfer credit

and program components suggests that current problems exist,

Nin terms of the acceptability of co-op credit from two-year

colleges by four-year institutions. The quality of program

operation and its changing configuration to meet the needs

of students who are "older" and with differing educational

objectives suggests that future configurational problems

face cooperativeteeiCation. Combined, the issues comprising

this factor scale present a challenge in the design of pro-

grams. This issue is not unique to cooperative education

and is a factor'being faced by all facets of institutions

of higher education. It is recommended that cooperative

education directors see that they are included in institu-

%ional planning for articulation and change. Co-op directors

are in a unique position to take the lead in instituting

such planning activities because of their close affiliation

with students and the employment community.

The Cooperative EdUcation Association and the Nationial

Commission for Cooperative Education may wish to explore

possible ways in which to become involved in the vertical

articulation between educational levels where-cooperative

education programs are in operation.
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Factor scale A, Federal Funding Criteria, Structure,

and Process had a mean ranking of last among the five fac-

tor scales Fix is 3.283). However, the mean value was higher

than, impo t. As such; the directors and supervisors

collectively view federal funding and involvement as a sig-

nificant contributor to the success of cooperative education

programs nationwide. It is interesting to note that issue

statement number 31 had the highest factor loading (.81163).

This suggests a high correlation among the respondents

(directors and supervisors) and indicates that the system_ .

for allocation of federal funds to co-op may need to be im-

proved to'obtain more effective development of cooperative

education programs. All of the issues comprising factor

scale A had relatively high factor loadings related to the

need for federal financial support for co-op and ways in

which federal dollars can stretch further. The changing

priorities in Title VIII funding have caused a decline in

the. numtier of cooperative education programs. Ineffective

and poorly managed programs should not continue to waste

taxpayer money. Potentially viable programs, however, may

need suppor in terms Of funding, personnel training, and

advisement that they may not be able to obtain due to cur-

rent federal policies. It is recommended that the coopers-

tive education community become more involved with the pro-

less of planning at the federal level. Responsible input

is needed by governmental administrators in terms of
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imprbving the system of allocating funding to cooperative'

. education 'programs, training centers, and for tesearch.

Purpose 3: To determine if differences exist between

directors and their supervisors in terms of the perceptions

of the importance of these critical issues

Of the five factor scales, tests of differences re-

vealed that one factor scale, Organizational Placement and

Institutional Integration had differences between the co-op

directors and their supervisors. Apparently co-op directors

viewed this factor scale as mole important than did their

supervisors with a factor scale mean of 3.650 for directors

as opposed to 3.323 for supervisors. While both means were

considered important, an explanation of the directors higher

ratings may be the concern and day-to-day closeness to co-op

program operation of directors as opposed to their super-

visors.

It is recommended that directors who rate this concern

highly communicate their-concern to their supervisors. A

plan\for more effective integration of cooperative education

within the institution, where appropriate, should be

developed.

Individual issues were examined for differences between

directors and their supervisors. Only six issues, or 11 per-
.

cent of the 55 issue statements were rated differently by

the two groups. In all cases, co-op directors rated'as
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more important the six issues, than did their supervisors.

Co-op direbtors familiarity and direct involvement in the

co-op program would suggest the higher ratings on the six

issues.

The high proportioh of-issues (89 percent) that ex-
.

hibited no differences is further documented by the.fact

that the correlation between the directors and supervisor's

mean. rankitg.of the 55 issue statements was .94 coefficient

of concordance. The reason for such high agreement may be

the effective communication occurring between directors and
A,;

therr-"supervisors. For those directors who have good com-

munications with thei supervisor, it is recommended that

such communication be continied. For directors whose com-'

munication links with their supervisors are weak and who be-

lieve their supervisors "just do not understand my problems,"

it is suggested that stronger comnunicilion methods be em-

ployed on a regular basis.

Purpose 4: To determineLif differences exist between two-

and four-year college directors in terms of the perception

of the importance of the critical issues

Differences were readily apparent on three of the five

factor scales for two- and'four-year college directors. The

mean value for each factor scale was higher for the two-year

directors,, indicating that they perceived the importance of
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the thiei factor scales.as more important than did the fow-
l'

year directors.

Factor scale B, Academic Credit and Curriculum Struc-

ture, had a mean-value of 3.965 for directors. The value is

very nearly 4 (very important) and suggests that the design
4

of the cooperative education experience and how credit for

the experiencesexperiences ihould be planned and Amplemented is per-

ceived as more important at the two-iydar college level. The

mean value of 3.732 on the same factor scale for the four-

year college. directors also indicates that the factor scale

is/important at the four-year college level. An explanation

of the differences may be found in the historical develop-

ment of cooperative education. Four-year institutions have

been involved with cooperative education much longer than

have two-year colleges. The rapid growth iff the two -year

college movement has occurred primarily in_the past two
,

decades. In conjunction with the growth of two-year colleges

has been an expansion of curricular offerings due to the

diverse nature of students being served by two-year colleges.

Perhaps the academic credit and curriculum structure factor

scale is perceived as more important because- the factor
,4t

scale as an issue is part of a larger issue facing all two-

year colleges in the process of change.

Factor scale D, Coordination Between Two- andFoui7

Year'Colleges, was significantly different with a mean value

for the factor scale of 3.641 for two-year oeilege directors

rsf-
ist
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and 3.091 for four-year College directors. The problem 'of

transferability of credit and integration of cooperative

education experiences for students who complete a two-year

program and want to continue with co-op at the four-year

level is a continuing problem not unique to cooperative edu-

cation. Articulation issues ate complex involving curricu-
No.

lum, accreditation, and institutional philosophy. For co-

operative education, it would appear that the articulation
ti

issue is part of a latger issue involving entire institu-

tions.

Factor scale E, Faculty Involvement, was rated as more

important by two-year college directors as opposed to four-

year collpoge directors on the.same factor scale. It would

appear that two-year college cooperative education programs

may be affected more than four-year colleges by tight bud-

gets. Also the nature of two-year college instructional

staff and heavier teaching schedules may increase the problem

of faculty serving as coordinators.

Examihation of statistically significant differences on.

individual issue statements tends to oonfirm that generally
41114.

two-year college. directors rate the statements as more im-

portant than( their four -year college counterparts. A

general concusion may be made relative to the comparative

lack of history that two -year colleges have had with co-

operative education. 'Differences'in educational p4ilosophy,*
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mission, and articulation problems would appear to add to

the explanation of differences that exist.

It is recommended that c perative education directors

at two-year colleges-mak efforts to communicate with four-

year college directors for the purpose of identifying the

"real" articulation issues. Misperceptions of transfer

problemi can be clarified through face-to-face meetings and

the substantive problems can be addressed. It is further

recommended that state and regional cooperative education

associations place more emphasis on the academic credit and

curriculum structure factor to assist directors at both

two- anti four-year colleges to resolve their individual and

collective problems.

Problem 5: To determine if differences exist between y.

directors among the six regions in the United States in

their perception of the importance of the critical issues

A statistically significant difference was found at the

0.5 level for Factor scale D between region 3 (Northwest) and

region 5 (Midwest). Region 3 had a higher mean value for the

factor scale of Coordination Between Two- and Four-Year

Colleges. A iossible explanation for the difference may be

found in the number of two-year college directors responding

from each region. ,There were seven two-yellIcollege directors

who responded from region 3, whereas'18 two-year college

directors responded from region 5. The difference may be an
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artifact of sampling and not be of practical significance.

A more significant fact is that Only one of five factor

scales and, as Table 15 shows, only 10 of 55 issues were found

to have regional differences among the mean responses to the

issue statements. Where differences existed on ten of the

issue statements, only one showed differences between more

than two regions. (Issue 21 had differences between region 1

(Northeast)- and region 3 (Northwest), and_ differekces between

region 5 (Midwest) and region 3 (Northwest). There.existed ,

no discernable pattern.of differences between two particular

regions. One might conclude that there is a high degree of

agreement among directots within the'six regions on the factors

and issue statements.

It is recommended that agendas at state and regional

cooperative education association meetings be planned so as

to disseminate the information on cooperative education

issues and the high degree of nationwide agreement concerning

the importance,of the issues.
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-A Final Statement

The primary purpose of this study has been to provide

'information, previously unavailable, relative to the criti-
.

car issues facing cooperative education as perceived by co-
.

operative education directors and their supervisors. The

data collected on the characteristics of the sample shows

a majority of directors are males, and most of the. directors

have several years of experience with cooperative education.

These experienced d4ectors lend considerable credence to

the perceptions of the issue statements.

Approximately 90 percent of the issue statement means.

were perceived as important, very important, to critical,

which suggests that there is a complex set of issues which

must be addressed bydeoperative education personnel if pro-

gress is to be'accomplsihed. A collective effort should be

made by the National Commission for C perative Education;

Regional Training Centers ;d state, r gional, and national

cooperative education associations to d elop plans and

strategies to effectively overcome the obstacles presented by

the issues.

The information provided by this stuarcan, and should,

. be a source for further research in a number of areas. The

disproportionate amount of male and female directors in

cooperatiVeeducation can be compared ko other educational
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administration areas. i34 high agreement, nationally, on

the five factor scale areas suggests thar further research .

into the issues comprising each of the factor'scales should

be undertaken. Agreement on issues suggests a set of under-

lying problems which needs to be identified before effective

decision-makidg can be undertaken. 41/4 41

The differences between two- and four-year college

issue perceptions bear attention. While the number of dif-

ferences was not large, the kind of factor scales and issues

that were different indicate that there are fundamental dif-

ferences in cooperative education programs which results in

hindering rather than serving transfer students. A prime

area of further research would be-to identify regions or
00^

localities which have good and poor articulation of coopera-
to, - .

. . .

tive education curriculum and credits, Information shovild
4
-be sought concerning common characteristics of success-tho10

., ,
4-

ful and unsuccensful art culation-programs. ..

In conclusion, the issues facing,cooperative.education,
dp'

have been identified and their importrce measured. It re-

mains for the cooperative education community to disseminate
I

the information contained in.Vaireportilild act to resolve
1.

the issues if cooperative edueation is to make progress in

serving the educational and occupational needs of future

students.

82
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Sumiery Of Recommended Purther Research

1. To determine the causes of the low, proportion of

females 4n directors positions in cooperative educatiOn.
4

2. To idelitify planning elements which will increase

'the potential for success in effecting "long distance"

co-op placements.

3. To identify methods that have successfully..been

employed fo cost effectiveness in cooperative education

programs. 4

4. To assess the contribution to program outcomes of

co-op program placement within the institutional organize-
, .-

tion, and the redit.idofvalue o academic c
.

, Alt

5. To bbtain documented evidence of the benefits
, .

'derived-as a result ofIPTaculty involvement in cooperative

education. -4

--

- 6. To determine. effective methods of articulatihf co-
,

op programs between two- and four-yearecolleges.

7. To identi y elements in the federal fuming pro-
. .

,
cess which act asi pediments to the deveiopmeZt and, (-'s

strengthenin5g of.oop erative education.
. . ,

,
8. To compile strategies which can effectively deal

with the issues ratedas mdre important 'in this study. i

r. "
. 1

i0 .

- r

I
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UTAH STATE UNIVIRSITY LOGAN, UTAH. 84322
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

VOW 36

011PASITIMENT OF
SUSINSIS EDUCATION

pOINTEDNINI
APPENDIX A

CqOPERATIVE EDUCATION OESEARCH-QUESTIONNAIRE

Durtng 1979 -80 Utah State University will be conducting a nationatresearch
study designed to identify and analyze the issues facing cooperative education
in institutions of higher education in theUnited States. You have been
selected to participate in this important study. -The attached questionnaire
contains 55 issue.itatements which have been determined through a review of
the cooperative educatioN-literature and though a strenuous critique process
with a panel of experts'in the field of cooperative education.

I ,

Please read each of these statements carefully, and thenrate the impollance
or criticalness of 'the issue from your perception. Since we will be comparing
'director's perceptions of criticalness of issues with their supervisors,
we are asking that you supply us with the name of your immediate supervisor.
Your supervisor will then receive a similar questionnaire.

Please take a few minutes fran your busy schedule to complete this important
questionnaire. When you have finished, please return the completed
questionnaire in the stamped, self-addressed envelope provide44

I certainly-appreciate your assistance in this important mjtter and look
forward to your response.

Thanks!.
.-

WILLIAM A. STULL

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION RESEARCH DIRECTOR

8 7



Part A-- Background Information

1. What is your exact title?

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

ISSUES RESEARCH PROJECT

Director's Questionnaire

77..

111

-
2. How many years have you served in your present position? (please cfrcle ore)

a. Less. Welk' year b. 1-3 years c. 4-6 years 4. :7-9 years: "Er...ID:Ail. or :Are.

3. Sex (please circle one)

a. female . b. male

4. What is your age? (ohmse circle one)

a. 25 or under b'. 26-32 c. 3.1-39 d.' 40-46 -47-53 f.
5. ,Which of the following best describes your institutida (please wino*

a. two-year public college

-

, .4

.,

60. or above

. . -
. ,

b. two-year-orifiatetol-legi c. four-year.cotfe9e Ilit tad ilritst
. . - .. \...._, : ' ..."

t ', --.:'
d. four-year private colt or university Wets'

6. What is the nave and title of

Part 13--Issue Statements

Instructions:

1.

2.

3.

f

immediate sucerviAlor? 4. .

nave .6f ImPeryr,sor - , /4 . f,
.

r.
t, sow

, /' (

0.
I a

, .
I

1,

4.

1. ; Y ;

Listed below and on the next apple of lieges, art 55 is
through a review of the cooperative echketion litgrature
professionals in the fieVAAdditionally, thesc:iSsjie
of experts in dm field of cooperative egfoge, 'Mow
and then, on the right of each statement*, tate the. critics
Please utilize the response category ,giben '.

I-,

1. No i t ::--'
2. Little importance
3. Impprtant 2. .
4. Wary Ifiportarit ,
5. , CKetical 4 ,. . s: ... ,- ,_. r- ... ,. ' sIssue Statement i . : , ": %-','

..., .- . 4 #11V-,, .. :, -

The extent.,to %Mich regular faculty *fibers vith assjgnimrpt). fn teakhint' and/or
research can be effective serving is coortietrtors,,,in the'eadeerstime edutecton --
progriim.

t; *tit' have been deter:spied
Virrsonal Con t kith '

is hive been revs by spinet
each stn t "-

ar of tip "sue.*

- 4 .

The current proposal evaluatioe p
Education Aida allows outside re

The trend towards
in colleges and uni

4. The extent to which
impacts on the devel

5. The extent to which the'phil
nth other educational 101110S0Plift4

bY 51((tekOift'lif
to %al, the, weer *WI 4iIti*sit.

Atitiiattia*-"Iiiid -placement
. 1?

iiregrimi; eintril ze oti
tve iducatiON

roar of
es:

tin
!the

--.lmmulvr-www"'4%.,.
..)_,,./ - -. 1-------'

-,..:,_,-4-,-, ---.,,,.---
_.:-.1.---;-=.::- ,*,,:-.`?=_ _:,!4..-



Cooperative Education Issues Research Project
Page 2
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1. No importance
2. Little importance
3. Important
4. Very important
5. Critical

Issue Statement Importance of Issue

6. The role played by cooperative education in serving the needs of the physically 1 2
handicapped student.

7. The responsibility of the college or university in preparing the co-op student 1 .2

for his or her initial cooperative education assignment.

8. The inclusion of the cooperative education professional staff in the faculty 1 2
ranking, tenure, and promotion system.

9. The quantity and quality of research in the field of cooperative education. 1 2

10. The best methods of coordination, and the frequency of employer, visitations 1 2
necessary for a "long distance' cooperative education program.

11. The impact of state and federal employment regulations on the development and _II 2
implementation of cooperative education programs.

12. Maintaining the quality of cooperative education work assignments with an 1 2
increasing number of institutions and students participating..

13. The best techniques of- developing institutional commitment in terms of 1 2
administrative, faculty, staff, and financial support.

14. The desirability of establishing national standards for ,' accountability 1 2
vhcooperative education programs.

15. The role played by cooperative education in serving the needs of the socially 1 2
and economically disadvantaged student.t.

16. The de- sirability of defining cooperative education to include experiential 1 2
education, internship programs, field education, etc.

-17. The-problems associlted with the transferability of cooperative education credit 1 2
from the two-year college level to the four-year college or university level.

U.: The extent to vehicb cooperative education is a viable instructional strategy for 1 2
ase in.liberal arts and other non-technical programs.

A

712: The impact of federal (Title VIII) funding in terms of the development and
_ meaningful growth of cooperative education programs.

20, _The extent to which cooperative.education is a viable instructioneN,thodology
'47- fgr'Use in graduate programs.

_ ...: _.;.

1 2

1 2

- 4,1. rne extent td which the cooperative education office should be responsible for 1 2
.. the malgritof the student placements in the cooperative education prbgras.
'ttUdent developed versus Co-op Office developed positions)

4. :

i 2i.' The extent to which the high turn-over of cooperative edpcation personnel has
1 2

-,-, -. , impact on the success of cooperative education programs,

-- :-:,2-3. The desirability of training and certifying selected individuals who would be 1 2
-r 1.06/able to evaluate cooperative education ams.

.

7 't
"older' "second-degree"14A. Thirextent towhich cooperative education can se the and 1 2

students who are expected to comprise an increase ly larger percentage of the

:.//:
-, college:pftpulation.ef I '

I, ,
h. The relationship which should exist between cooperative' programs operated at the 1,. 2

_ secdndary school, community college/technical college, and four -year ,college

,--., ,
:lis.

-,-

26: The extent to which cooperative education should be limited to those students '1 2
.

-'whwiteve definitive career plans or OM to all regardless of their status in the
Cater devilment process. .

3

3

3

4

4

4

5

5

5

3 4- 5

3, 4 5

3 4 -5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5'

3 4 5

3 4 5.

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4

-

3 4 5

3 , 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5 k



Cooperative Education Issues Research Project
Page 3

I. No importance
2. Little importance
3. Important
4, Very - important

S. Critical

Issue Statement

27. The location of the cooperative education office in the institutional
organizational structure. (Academic affairs/student personnel services)

2S. The desirability of offering academic credit for students' cooperative
education experiences.

79

Importance of Issue

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

29. If academic credit is offered, determining the proper amount to be granted and 1 2 3 4 5

the basis-for assigning this credit.

30. Determining the proper amopnt of structure which should be built into students' 1 2 3 4 5

co-op experience in order to insure that they have meaningful learning experiences.

31! The best system of distributing federal, funds so as to have the most meaningful 1 2 4 5

impact on'the developmentof cooperative education programs.

32. The extent to which the federally funded co-op training centers are responsive 1 2 3 4 5

tope needs of new personnel moving into cooperative education.

33. The extent to which the federally funded co-op training centers are responsive 1 2 3 4 5

to the needs of experienced personnel in the field.

3.. The desirability of the college work study program and the cooperttive education 1 2 3 4 5

activity operating more closely together in the future.

35. The role played by the CEA (Cooperative Education Association) at one of the 1 2 3 4 5

--national plefeSsitnial-otiganizations for cooperative education personnel.

36. The type of co-op calendars followed (i.e. alternating, extended day, field
experience, parallel) by colleges and universities.

37. The best techniques of improving the quality of individuals responsible for
managing cooperative education programs.

s.

36. If academic credit is granted for cooperative education, whether this credit
should be usedtoward graduation, or as an add-on to the graduation requirements.

39. If faculty are involved, whether their load determination should be calculated 1 2 3 4 5

as part of their riegulaeload er as an overload, or on some other basis.
e -

40. The role played by the National Commission for Cooperative Education in terms 1 2 3 4 5

of natiol leadership for cooperative education.

The extent to which federal. funding should move to the large urban 1 2 3 4
based institution.

1 2 3 4 5 .

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

42. If faculty are actively involved in the coordination phase of the program, whether 1 2 3

the cost of program operation is prohibitive to this involvement.

.43. The desirability Of having more financial support from the federal level in , 1 2 3 4 5

cooperative education.
IV

44. The best techniques of internalizing and-integrating cooperative education into 1 2 3 4 5

_ the philosophies and curriculums of institutions of higher education.

45'. The use of FTE's (full-time equivalent students) as an internal funding source 1 2 3 4 5

for cooperative education. *
.

. a.

46% The quality of ltadership.provided by the United States Office of Education. 1 2 3 4 5

47. The.fi4e year limitation to Title VIII USOE funding for cooperative education 1 2 3 4 5

programs.

A 48. Developing cooperative education programs which can become cost-effective in 1 2 3. 4 5

the financial structure of the institution.

4 49. ''he level in the institutional administrative hierathy when the person responsible I 2 3 4 5

tor co-op should report.
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1. lo importance
2. Little importama

_--3. Important
4. .Very important

5. Critical

80

Issue Statement Importance of Issue

50. The desirability of institutions of higher education responding to the --

increased need for qualified cooperative education personnel by establishing
bachelors' and graduate programs in cooperative education.

51. The use by the USOE (United States Office of Education) of weightql,criter
in the proposal process to determine who receives Title VIII funds

52. .The extent to which cooperative education is accepted as a valid mode of study,
on par with acedeedc study.

53. The extent to:which non-paid volunteer work experiences should be' considered as
part of cooperative education.

54. The extent to which the alL

_

rnating co-op calendar affects curricular design
....

1 and course scheduling.
f

55.- The extent to which there is clarity of role.definition among directors, coo411-
nators, and faculty in cooperative education:Obgrams.

1 2 3 4 . 5

1 2 3 al 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 .2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

i -

Thank you very mudh
d
for your assistance. Plead-return this questionnaire in the enciaed:)111f -addressed.

envelope. _ ____

-/-**.

4
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UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY LOGAN, UTAH 84322
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

DEPARTMENT Of
BUSINESS EDUCATION
1101.75241100 APPENDIX B

SUPERVISOR'S QUESTIONNAIRE

UN/C35

During 1979-80, Utah State University will be conducting a national
research study designed to identify and analyze the issues facing cooperative

'education in institutions of higher education in the United States.

. On the original questionnaire,which was returned to us by your cooperative
education director, you were identified as his/her immediate supervisor.
)Since we will be comparing your perceptions of the triticainess of the
issues 'in cooperative education with your director (on a ,group basis) it
is important that we receive your completed questionnaire.

The attached, questionnaire contains 55 issue statements which have been
determined through a reviewEof the cooperative education literature and
through a strenuous critique process with a panel of experts in the field
of Cooperative education.

t I .
Pleaie take a few minutes from your busy schedule to complete this importint
questionnaire. Please read each of these statements carefully, and then
,rate the importance or criticalness of the issue from ycrur perception.
When you have finished, please. return the completed question'naire in the
stamped, self-addre'ssed 'envelope provided. ,

ICertainly appreciate your gsistance in this important matter and look
forward to your response.

Thanks!
..--- r

gat. ;a.a
WILLIAM A STULL

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION RESEARCH DIRECTOR

Enclosure

92,



COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

ISSUES RESEARCH PROJECT

Supervisor's Questionnaire

huts Statements

Instructions: Listed below and on the next couple of pages are 55 issue -statements which have been determined
through a review Of the cooperative education literature and through personal contact with
professignals in the field, Additionally, these issdltatements have been reviewed by a panel
of experts in the field of cooperative education. Please read each issue statement carefully
and then, Olt the right of each statement, indicate the criticalness or importance of the issue.
Please utilize the response category given below.

1. No importance

2. little importance
3. Important
4. Very important
S. Critical

ti

Issue Statement V Importance of issue

*I. 'The extent to which regularfaculty members with assignments in teaching and/or 1 2 3 4 5
research can be effective serving as coordinators in the cooperative education
program.

2. The current proposal evaluation process foliaged by the United States Oftile of 1 2 3 4 5

.
r .

Education which allows outside readers to make the skijor funding decisions. PIN\
3. The trend towards the merger of cooperative education and placement services

1 2 3 4 5
in colleges and universities.

4. The extent to which the arse of co-op gram centralization or decentralization 1 2 3 . 4 5
impacts on the development of viable cooperative education program.

v
5. Tht extent to whictftlie philosophy of cooperative education integrates or conflicts 1 2 3 4 5

with olper eduCatiOna) philosophies of the institution.
,

6. The role played by cooperative education in serving the needs of the physically 1 2 3 4 5
handlypped student.

7. The responsibility of the college or university in piiparing the co-op student 1 2 3 4 5
for his or her initial cooperative education assionment.

8. The inclusion of the cooperative education professional staff in the faculty
1 2 3 4 5

rimaint, bm441, and promotion system.

9. The quantity and quality of research in thg, field of cooperilive education.
1 Z 3 4 5 .

10. The best methods of coordination, and the frequency of employer visitations
1 2 3 4 S

necessary for a "long distance' cooperative education program.

11. The impact of state and federal emp oyment regulations on the development and , 1 2 3

i

4 5
impleventation of cooperative *duce ion programs.

12. Maintaining the quality of cooperative education work assignments with an 1 2 3 4 5
increasitfb number of institutions and students participating.

13. The best techniques of developing institutional comaitment in terms of
1 2 3 4 5

eiwinistrativir, faculty, staff, and financial support.

' 14. The desirability of establishing standards for ttie accountability 1 2 3 4 51
of cooperative education programs.

V

2.
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Cooperative Education Issues Research Project
Page 2

1. No importance
2. Little importance
3. Important
4. Very important
S. Critical

Issue Statement

15. The role played by cooperative educ in serving the needs of the socially
and economically disadvantaged stude t.

16. The desirabi of defining cooperative education to include experiential
education, nternship programs, field education, etc.

17. The probl associated with the transferability of cooperative education credit
from the -Oar college level to the four-year college or university level.

18. The eaten to which cooperative education is a viable instructional strategy for
use in li rat arts and other non-technical programs.

19. The impact of *demi (Title V111) funding in terms of the development and
meaningful grputh of cooperative education programs.

20. The extent to which cooperative education is a. viable instructional methodology
for use in graduals programs.

21. The extent to which the cooperative education office should be responsible for
the majority of the student placements in the cooperative education program.
(Student developed versus Co-op Office developed positions)

22. The extent to which the high turn-over of cooperative education personnel has
impact on the success of cooperative education programs.

23. The desirability. of training and certifying selected individuals who would be
available to evaluate cooeetative education programs.

24. The extent to which cooperative education can serve the "older' and'aScond -degree"
students who are expected to comprise an increasingly larger percentage of the
college population.

2S. The relationship which should exist between cooperative programs operated at the
secondary school, community college/technical college, and four-year college
levels.

Importance of Issue

26. The extent to which cooperative education should be limited to those students
who have definitive career plans or open to all regardless of their status in thecareer development praxes].

27. The location of the cooperative education office in the institutional
organizational structure. (Academic affairs/student personnel services)

28. The desirability of offering academic credit for seltdents' cooperative
education experiences.

f academic credit is offered, determining the proper amount to be granted and
the basis for assigning this credit.

10. Determining the proper amount of structure'which should be built into students'
co-op experience in order to insure that they have meaningful learning experiences.

31. The best system of dtstiibuting federal funds so as to have the most meaningful
impact on the development of cooperative education programs. '

32. The extent to which the federally funded co-op training centers are responsive
to the needs of new personnel moving into cooperative education

to the needs of experienced pertOnnel in the field.

33. The extent to which the federally funded co-op training centers are responsive

34. The desirability of the college work study program and the cooperative education
activity operating more closely together in the future.

35. The role played by the CEA (Cooperative Education Association) as one of the
national professional organizations for cooperative education personnel.

94

1

1 2 3 4 5

1 2. 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 4 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3, 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 ,3 4 \S

1 2 3

4

5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
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Cooperative Education Isiues Research Project
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1.' No importance
2. little importance
3. Important
4. Very important
S. Critical

Issue Statement Importance of Issue

36. The type of co-op calendars foliaged (1.e: alternating, extended day, field 1

experience, parallel) by colleges and uni versi Ves.

37. The best tedniques of 'improving. the quality of individuals responsible for 1

managing cooperative education programs.

38. If academic credit is granted for cooperative edikation, whethek. this credit" 1

should be used toward graduation, or as an add-on to the graduation rUquireirents.

39. If faculty are involved, whither their load determination liteuld be calculated 1

as part of their regular toad or as an overload. or on some other basis.

40. The role played by the National Commission for Cooperative Education in terms 1

of nationahleadership for cooperative education.

41. The extent to which federal funding (Title VIII) skuld movt to the large urban 1

based institution.

42. If faculty are activeljIlinvolved in the coordination phase of the program..whether 1

the cost of program operation is prohibitive to this involvement.

43. The desirability of having sere financial support from the federal level in 1

cooperative education.

44. The best techniques of internalizing and integrating cooperative education into 1

the philosophies and curriculum of institutions of higher education.
.

45. The use of CIE's (full-time equivalent stuants) as an internal funding source 1

for cooperative education.

46. The quail ty.of leadership provided by the United States Office of Education. 1

47. The five year limitation to Title VIII USOE funding for cooperative education 1

. programs.

a

48. Developing cooperative education programs which can become cost-effective in 1

the financial structure of the institution.

49. The level in the institutional administrative hierachy where the person responsible 1
for co-op should report.

50. The desirability of institutions of higher edkcation responding to the
increased need for qualified cooperative education personnel by establishing
bachelors' and graduate programs in cooperative education.

Si. The use by the USOE (United 'States Office of Education) of weighted criteria 1

in the proposal process to determine who receives title VIII fundino.

I

52. The extent to which cooperative education is accepted as a valid mode of study. 1

on par with academic study.

53. The extent to which non-paid volunteer work experiences should be considered as 1

part of cooperative education.

54. The extent to which the alternating co-op calendar affects curricular design 1

and course scheduling.
A

55. The extent to which there is clarity of role definition among directors, coordi- 1

nators, and faculty in cooperative educatirl-Progrosi.

Thank rou very much for your assistance. Please return this questionnaire in the enclosed, self-iddressed
ehvelope.

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 ,5

2 3 4 5

2. 3 4 5

2 . 3 5
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APPENDIX C 85

Panel of Experts

Two-Year

Anne Gillis

Coordinator of Cooperative Education
Prince Gimes Community College
Lar go , MD 2 08 70 -

Jo Ann Hinton

Director of Cooperative Education
Villa Maria College
Buffalo, NY 14225

Thales-A. Derrick (Tad)
Director of Cooperative ducation
Dixie College -

St. George, UT 84770

Robert Way

Director of Cooperative Education
Lane Community College
Eugene, OR 97405

'Harry N. Heineman, Dean
Cooperative_Education
LaGuardfa Community College
3110 Thompson Ave
Long Island City, NY 11101

Dick Gritz

Dean of Community Services
Northeastern Junior College
Sterling, CO 80751

Others

`Richard J. Rowe, Director
Division of Training and Facilities!t .

U.5. Office of 1Education
Washington, DC 20202

James W. Wilson

Northeastern University
360 Huntington Avenue
Boston,.MA 02115

Ralph Porter, Director
National Conjnission for Cooperative Ed.
360 Huntington Avenue
Boston, MA 921-15

4

Four-Year

Paul Dube A
Center for Cooperative Education
360 Huntington Avenue

Northeastern University'
Boston, MA 02115

.Barnard L. Hyink

Director.of Cooperative Education
California State University.
Full erton., CA 92634

James T. Godfrey
Western Center for Cobperative Education
University of the Pacific
Stockton, CA 95211

Luther B. Epting
Director of Cooperative Education
Mississippi State University
P.O 4 Drawer M 39762

Robert L. Parker
Chiirman for Cooperative Education
Amtioch College
Yellow Spring, OH 4547

Glenda Lentz
Director of Cooperative Education
University of South Florida.-
4202 Fowler Avenue ,

Tampa, FL 33620

Don Robins

Regional RecruitMent Manager
Office of Personnel Management
525 Market Street -- 23rd floor.
Stn Francisio, CA 94105

R. Wayne Bogener

Coopirative Education Manager
Caterpillar"Tractor Companyj
East Pedria, IL!#.61629

'James C. Chambers
Director of Coop Training
Burroughs Corporation
Detroi, MI 48232 ;

""( 96 .
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